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Putting Love Into Action
Spring break volunteers continue ten-year tradition
Sally Jongsma
By mid-March most col-
lege students are rushing to get
papers and assignments com-
pleted before taking off for spring
break. For fifteen Dordt students
the scurrying around intensifies
as they finalize preparations for
PLIA 1990.
PLIA, the acronym for Putting
Love Into Action, is a student-run
organization that sends student
volunteers to five work sites,
painting, fixing, teaching, and
generally assisting local ministry
centers in different parts of the
country.
"It takes a lot of time but also
brings a lot of satisfaction," says
junior Marty Vander Plaats, one
of this year's coordinators. This
will be Marty's third PLIA trip.
But the week he spends in Cary,
Mississippi, will represent only a
small percentage of the time he
commits to PLIA. Beginning
already in September, he and
others on the planning committee
often spend between three and
five hours a week preparing for
the spring break trip.
Early in the fall committees
begin work. Groups of students
are assigned to a tool committee,
a transportation committee, a
food committee, and a fund-
raising committee, and a devo-
tions committee. "It really takes
working together to pull it all
off, " says junior Paul Arkema.
.. At times one of us is too busy
studying to keep up with the
work, so someone else pitches
in."
Fund raising dominates activity
in the fall. Volunteers hold soup
suppers, sell sub sandwiches, and
organize other projects they think
will add money to the fund. This
fall PLIA received a substantial
check from Wal-Mart.
A brief glance at the records of
the past ten years shows a
substantial increase in the amount
of money needed by the
volunteers. Hastily scrawled
ledger sheets from 1981 showing
only a few thousand dollars spent
contrast with orderly computer
printouts from 1989 accounting
for more than $15,000 used for
transportation, food, and donated
supplies. .
The organization has become
more efficient over the years but
still demands many hours of
students' time. Commenting on
this year's preparations Marty
adds, "I didn't get much sleep the
week before we left, there were
lots of details to take care of, but
it's exciting looking forward to
going again."
Most PLIA veterans are con-
vinced that volunteering is a good
way to spend spring break. "It's
a good alternative to spending
$500 and doing nothing," says
Marty, "plus you get to travel
and see your work make a dif-
ference in someone's life." Paul
adds, "When you do something
for others, it's sometimes surpris-
ing how enjoyable it is. You want
others to share the experience ."
And many do. Each year new
volunteers decide to give their
spring break to PLIA, urged on
by reports from those who went
the year before.
It all began in 1981 when Ron
Otten, Andrew Gorter, Kevin
Vryhof, and a few of their friends
headed to Mississippi, committed
to putting their spring break to
good use as volunteers at Cary
Christian Health Center. After
making the trip the thirteen stu-
dent volunteers couldn't let the
idea die. "We saw such a great
need and were able to help in a
small way, " explains Vryhof, to-
day .pastor of the Christian
Reformed Church in Ogilvie,
Minnesota. "Excitement caught
on among ourselves, and we
wanted others to have the ex-
perience ."
Vryhof continued with the pro-
ject through 1983, when it was
opened to the campus and became
known as PLIA. They were un-
prepared for the 40 students who
showed up at the first organiza-
tional meeting. Sixty students
eventually signed up to work in
Cary and Vicksburg, Mississippi.
PLIA has continued to grow
over the years. Ministry centers
have been added as student
numbers climbed as high as 90 in
1988. This spring PLIA
volunteers went to Cary,
Mendenhall Ministries, and
Voice of Calvary in Mississippi,
the Roseland Christian Ministries
Center in Chicago, and Christian
Appalachian Homes near Inez,
Kentucky.
For most the week is a dramatic
change of pace from anything
they've known before. Fixing
roofs, floors, and walls; painting
inside and' out; replacing plumb-
ing; cleaning up yards-there is
something for everyone to do.
"Usually a couple of people in
each group have experience in
carpentry or plumbing or roofing,
says Marty. They help coordinate
the work of the others.
The students prepare all of their
own meals. All take their turns
cooking, following recipes
planned ahead by the food com-
mittee. "We eat well but try to
eat as economically as possible,"
says Paul.
Personal luggage is strictly
limited. Two people share one
medium suitcase and one garment
bag. Volunteers sleep on bunks or
cots or sometimes mats on the
floor.
But few, if any, view the trip
as a sacrifice. Lisa Jasper. a
sophomore from Pipestone, Min-
nesota, says, "I went to Cary
with 20 kids last year, and I knew
only two of them. I came home
with 20 friends."
"Almost everyone comes back
changed in some way," adds
Paul, citing spiritual growth and
a new sense of community as two
examples.
The biggest benefit of all says
senior Sheri Feenstra of Hull,
Iowa, is the feeling of having
done something worthwhile.
Marty adds, "When you're
working with the people down
there, you see the looks on their
faces, talk with them a bit, and
know they see something in you-
-they see a witness." 0
Students flx, scrape, and paint many













of Dordt faculty members outside
of the classroom reveal Dordt's
commitment to provide educa-
tional leadership in the Christian
community as well as among its
own students, By sharing these
activities, we hope to provide
fellow Christians with further
resources, ideas, and encourage-





Charles Adams was recently
awarded the American Society
for Engineering Education's an-
nual Mikol Award for his presen-
tation, "Automobiles, Com-
puters, Assault Rifles: The Value
Ladenness of Technology and the
Engineering Curriculum."
Adams also spoke to the Chris-
tian Schools International (CSI)
District IV Spring Institute on
•'Christian Perspectives on
Teaching Junior High and High
School Math and Science." His
article "Cars, Guns, Glasses, and
Discipleship" appeared in the
February 19 issue of The Banner.
Education professor Pam
Adams led two workshops at the
CSI District IV Spring Institute
on "Christian Perspectives on the
Teaching of Reading."
Theatre professor John
Hofland presented the paper,
"Creative Dramatics as a
Teaching Method," at the Mid-
American Theatre Conference in
Minneapolis on March 16.
Dr. J .B. Hulst chaired a
meeting of the Iowa Association
of Independent Colleges and
Universities in Des Moines on
March 19. Among those who
made presentations were Gover-
nor Terry Branstad and House
Speaker Don Avenson.
Hulst also attended the annual
conference of the National
Association of Independent Col-
leges and Universities and the
Christian College Coalition in
Washington D.C. from January
3Q-February 2. While there he
met with Iowa Senator Charles
Grassley, Senator Tom Harkin,
and Representative Fred Grandy
about legislation of concern to
From the President
independent higher education.
Hulst gave the keynote address
at the CS1 District V meeting and
banquet held in Pella, Iowa, on
March 30. Dr. Verne Meyer and
the Dordt Repertory Theatre
were also part of the program.
Dr. Paulo Ribeiro presented
the paper, "A Power System Pro-
ject for Engineering Student
Design Experience," at the North




Development. " Ribeiro has also
agreed to participate in a joint
research project with Professor
Daniel Llarens of the Universidad
Nacional del La Plata in Argen-
tina. The object of the project is
to expand a computer program
for harmonic penetration studies.
Engineering senior Jonathan
Gross presented "U sing
MathCAD for Advanced Scien-
tific Computations," a paper
written with Dr. Ribeiro, at the
Mid-America Mathematics,
Physics, and Computer Science
Symposium, held April 4 at
Dakota Wesleyan College in Mit-
chell, South Dakota.
Dr. James Schaap's story
"Furloughed" recently appeared
in the Military Chaplain's
Review. Schaap has also read
from his stories for students at




Dr. John VanDyk conducted
his workshop on "Teaching
Christianly" for the staff of the
People's Church Christian School
in Toronto, Ontario.
Van Dyk also participated in a
two-day workshop on learning
styles led by Dr. Anthony
Gregorc, an expert on learning
styles, in San Antonio, Texas, on
March I and 2.
Mary Lou Wielenga presented
a guest organ recital at
Northwestern College as part of
their recital series on the new
Arvella Schuller organ in Christ
Chapel.
Agriculture Stewardship
Center director Ron Vos gave
presentations at Norfolk
Community College in Norfolk,
Nebraska, on how beginning
farmers can practice sustainable
agriculture. He also gave a public
lecture on stewardship in
agriculture in Edgerton,
Minnesota. The talk was
sponsored by People for Respon-
sible Agriculture.
An article by Vos on
agricultural research was
published in The Tri-State
Neighbor and an article on
Farming Christianly appeared in
The Banner.
Dr. Helen Westra was a guest
lecturer at the Annual Religion
and Education Lecture Series at
Hillsdale College, in Hillsdale,
Michigan. Her lecture was titled
"Cornerstones, Cannons, and
Covenants: Pastor as Cultural
Guardian in Colonial New
England. "
Mike Vanden Bosch
On April 18 an19, Dr. Mike
Vanden Bosch served as judge of
the Illiana Christian High School
writing contest. He also con-
ducted a poetry writing workshop
for student writers. 0
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and women of excep-
tional abililites and
amazing dedication
to the cause of
Christian education.
The Wisdom of Practice:
Studies of Teaching in Christian
Elementary and Middle Schools is
the title of a book written by Peter
P. De Boer, professor of educa-
tion and director of continuing
education at Calvin College,
Grand Rapids, Michigan, and a
member of Dordt' s faculty from
1957-1962. Published by the
University Press of America, the
book is dedicated to Rev. B.J.
Haan and Dr. Wm. Spoelhof,
retired presidents of Dordt Col-
lege and Calvin College respec-
tively. According to a Calvin
College press release, De Boer
described both men as ". . .
Christian educators par ex-
cellence, Christian schoolmen to
the core, builders of the kingdom
and heroes of faith. "
I am pleased with the recogni-
tion given to Rev. Haan and Dr.
Spoelhof, and wish to join with
Peter De Boer in acknowledging
the unique contributions that these
men have made to the cause of
Reformed, Christian higher
education. I am especially pleased
that Rev. Haan, my predecessor
in the presidency of Dordt Col-
lege, has been recognized in this
manner, even as the Dordt Col-
lege board of trustees has
affirmed his contribution as a
Christian educator through the
ten-year B. J. Haan Lecture
Series.
The dedication of De Boer's
book, which was celebrated at a
reception on Calvin's campus,
provides an opportunity for me to
comment on a similar event that
took place at the March 1990
meeting of the Dordt College
board of trustees. At an evening
banquet attended by the board,
faculty, _and administration,
recognition was given to Dr.
Russell Maatrnan, who is retiring
after serving for 27 years as pro-
fessor of chentistry. Eleven other
members of the Dordt College
staff were recognized for twenty-
five or more years of serving at
Dordt:
Dr. Willis Alberda- 26
Dr. Dallas Apol- 25
Mr. Abe Bos- 28
Dr. Edwin Geels- 25
Mr. Dale Grotenhuis- 31
Mr. Arnold Koekkoek - 26
Dr. James Koldenhoven- 28
Dr. Aaldert Mennega- 26
Dr. Douglas Ribbens- 35
Henrietta Miedema Ribbens- 32
Dr. Louis Van Dyke- 27
Some time ago, it was observed
in an Academic Council meeting
that we don't often express our
appreciation to those who have
served long and well at Dordt
College. The 35th Anniversary of
the college provides us with a
splendid opportunity to correct
this situation. Beginning this
year, those who have been
members of the Dordt staff for
twenty-five years, both teaching
and non-teaching, will be
honored at the annual
board/faculty spring banquet.
Such recognition gives us an
opportunity to thank and en-
courage colleagues who have
served with us as members of this
Christian academic community.
We must do more of this. It also
serves as an occasion to think
together about the past, about our
roots as a Reformed institution of
higher learning. We do not do
enough of this. And it provides all
of us with a moment in which we
can look to the future and
rededicate ourselves to carrying
out the educational task of Dordt
College. We must do more of this
as well.
Recognizing the long-term
commitment of our fellow
workers also enables us to thank
God for blessing us and the col-
lege through their years of ser-
vice. We talk often about the im-
portance of a dedicated and
qualified staff. We are happy and
thankful that God has provided
Dordt College with men and
women of exceptional abilities
and amazing dedication to the
cause of Christian education.
In this anniversary year, we
publicly thank God for Rev. Haan
and all those who have con-
tributed so much as "builders of










































































Is worldview talk decaffeinated?
John H. Kok
Decaffeinated coffee
drinkers obsessed with their diet
were thrown for a loop recently
when some medical scientists
concluded that regular use of
decaffeinated coffee results in an
increased cholesterol count. The
problem is that especially potent
coffee beans are required to keep
the decaffeinated brew tasting like
the real thing. Whether health en-
thusiasts will trade one apparent
ill for another remains to be seen.
More than likely some will
simply stop drinking coffee
altogether.
Christians in the western world
usually have more on their minds
than the food in their stomach or
the caffeine in their coffee. And
though judging from the press it
may not always appear so, they
also are concerned about more
than parochial quibbles and
denominational squabbles. Brew-
ing in the hearts of many Chris-
tians is the desire that Christ and
his disciples make a difference
both within and beyond the im-
mediate confines of church,
home, and school.
Preaching, teaching, and
learning discipleship have gone
on in Christian communities for
generations. But within the last
ten to 20 years the notion of
"worldview' has come to the
fore as a welcome and powerful
aid in articulating a biblical
framework for discipleship. Con-
temporary Christians are reading
and writing about worldview and
are increasingly struggling with
present problems, issues, and
realities from a Christian
perspective.
What is a worldview? A
worldview is usually defined as
the set of basic beliefs or assump-
tions that a person holds
concerning the world and the
place and destiny of humanity
within it. Briefly put, a
worldview represents a person's
outlook on life.
How does articulating a biblical
worldview help Christians live as
God would have us? Over the
centuries Christians have con-
sciously articulated their outlook
on life-their sense of calling,
task.. and culture-for two
reasons. As times change people
discover new illustrations and im-
plications of Christian living. As
people who are obediently active
in social, cultural, or academic
projects gain such insight, they
wish to record and share what
they have come to know and
understand about Christian
discipleship. Even though thnse
close to us learn much, if not
most, from what we assume
without saying, an articulated
worldview can be a helpful means
of instilling a sense of orientation,
composure, and perspective.
A second reason why Chris-
tians take time to articulate the
content and implications of a
biblical outlook on life is their
sense of a crisis, failure, or incon-
sistency within the Christian com-
munity. Such a sense rises when
it appears that we don't practice
what we preach, when we don't
"walk" our "talk," when our
confessed beliefs take a back seat
to other (operative) beliefs. These
apparent shortcomings provide
fresh cause to listen intently to
what we take as the standard for
Christian doctrine, and to en-
courage one another again to let
the Word of God become the
standard for daily living as well.
Worldview talk brings people
back to the basics: to the realities
that move them, to the reasons for
their being, to the most powerful
givens that fill their hearts.
Worldview talk brings us back to
what we believe in. That's true
for any worldview. Some believe
in the democratic process, others
in the Koran, in the dialectical
forces of history, or simply in
themselves. Some go to the
newspaper's financial section for
their daily dose of word-
revelation, while others live to
John H. Kok, currently on leave to f'mish his
Ph.D. dissertation, teaches philosophy and theology.
imbibe the "high" of spmts
found in everything from gym-
nastic shrines to packaged goods.
Christians know a different
spirit and, hence, a different
outlook on life. We believe the
word-revelation: the Word of
God, evident in creation, pro-
claimed by his prophets, incar-
nate in Jesus Christ, and related
to others by his disciples through
the power of his Spirit. Christian
worldview talk brings Christians
back to the cosmic (all-
embracing) character of the crea-
tion, fall, and redemption of our
world, which belongs to the one
only true God, who calls us to
repentance, renewal, and
kingdom service in all of life.
For a Christian, the only thing
debilitating about going back to
these biblical basics is a renewed
sense of our human frailty and of
our utter dependence on the
steadfast love of God. As long as
we're not so busy with ourselves
that we can't see past our sins and
trespasses, the re-orientation that
articulating a biblical worldview
brings can be an invigorating ex-
perience. Through such an effort
we re-affirm that we are children
of God called to be his servants
in every aspect of life. Reminded
of who has the last word in our
lives, we are all the better
equipped to "walk" our "talk"
in everything we do-from per-
sonal hygiene to Sunday worship,
from what we buy, sell, save, and
dump to disciplined scholarship.
What is unnerving, however, is
that if the notion of worldview is
what we need to bring the reality
and relevance of Christ's redemp-
tion to bear on our lives, then we
are also depending on a visual
metaphor that inherently puts the
viewer on the lookout tower. If
sight is the paradigm for human
responsibility, then we inevitably
see everything (except our
backsides) from our own point of
view. And assuming that we will
keep from the error of equating
our knowledge with God's
knowledge, of assuming that we
are like God and can see things
from his perspective, Christians,
when pushed, will have nothing
more to say than: Well, that's
simply my point of view. You
have yours. And I have mine.
Maybe if I was brought up like
you were, I'd ....
If everyone has a worldview, a
person can't, as with coffee, take
it or leave it. If having a
worldview is part of being an
adult human being, no one can
choose not to have one.
Is world view talk decaf-
feinated? In other words, does
worldview talk help get rid of one
ill, only to substitute another? Ar-
ticulating biblical basics as the
content of a Christian worldview
undoubtedly helps decontaminate
our daily lives of the subtle in-
fluences of a secular society. But,
on the other hand, if talking
"worldview" is going to re-instill
that long-standing tradition that
equates knowing with seeing,
then we will have to see and know
that "hear and know" has
priority. Worldview talk need not
imply relativism. But then a
Christian worldview must be a
worldview of a different kind.
A worldview is ultimately a
Word-view, articulating in deed
and word our response to him
who spoke first. Hearing the
Word, we know that being human
is ultimately a matter of living or
dying. 0
"If everyone has a
worldview, a person
can't, as with coffee,
take it or leave it. If
having a worldview
is part of being an
adult human being,
no one can choose















Studying in Chicago and Washington
Off-campus programs
make learning concrete
Dordt students can choose
from several off-campus





America. We asked two
seniors, Jean Zondervan
and Karla Kamp, to share
their experiences.
Jean Zondervan is a senior English ma-
jor from Raymond, Minnesota. Her
goals fM the future include working for
a magazine, possibly teaching in China,
and eventually entering a graduate
program.
Karla Kamp is a senior English major
from Guelph, Ontario. She plans to
begin graduate school next fall, hopiug
evcotually to teach and do freelance
writiug. She would like to see • program
similar to ASP in Cauada.
Why did you choose to par-
ticipate in the off-campus study
program?
JEAN: I chose the Chicago
Metro Program because it offered
me a chance to experience city
life. Having lived in small towns
all of my life, I wanted to see
what it was like in the city and if
I could make it. The internship
was an added bonus because it
gave me work experience.
KARLA: I decided to par-
ticipate in the American Studies
Program (ASP) for several
reasons. The program offered
classes dealing with political
issues and evaluating policies
from a biblical perspective. I was
interested in policymaking and so
applied to the program. Talking
to several former ASP par-
ticipants who were excited about
the classes, the internships, and
the people they met helped me
decide to go. And there was the
variety of possible internships-
from working with lawyers and
congressmen to working in
government agencies, lobby
groups, and magazine companies.
What stands out as the
highlight of your semester?
JEAN: The first week was ex-
citing even though we were busy
with orientation and finding in-
ternships. We stayed at the Ex-
ecutive House Hotel in downtown
Chicago and during the week
went to various restaurants, at-
tended a jazz festival, and
watched a Cubs game at Wrigley
Field. During the course of the
semester those of us taking the
fine arts seminar also got to see
several museums, plays, dance
performances, the Chicago Sym-
phony Orchestra, and a traveling
Broadway production of "Cats,"
my favorite.
KARLA: It's hard to condense
one exciting semester into a few
words. One of the greatest
highlights of the semester was
just living in Washington D.C.-
walking by the Capitol every day,
traveling on the subway, visiting
the museums and monuments.
But I also saw a less glamorous
side of D. C. I saw homeless
camped out on top of subway
grates, beggars asking for money
at street corners, and drug sales
going on down in the alley next
to our apartment. On a police
ride-along, I actually saw a man
who had been murdered in a
drug-related shooting.
Describe briefly your program.
JEAN: The Chicago Metro
Program is an internship program
for 30-60 students from Dordt
Calvin. Hope, Northwestern:
Central, and six other colleges.
Each student works in a field
related to his or her major from
Monday through Thursday. On
Friday we attend seminar classes,
discussing events, problems, and
issues. Students choose two of
three seminars offered: fine arts,
values, or metropolitan study.
My internship was with Inter-
varsity Press, working on
publicity. I wrote press releases
and promotional letters, served as
a contact for the media, arrang-
ed bookings with authors, and did
a host of other little jobs. I really
enjoyed my work, getting to
know co-workers, feeling I had
something to contribute to the
organization, meeting authors.
and learning the nuts and bolts of
publishing. As I think back, I
would like eventually to do
something more creative. but it
gave me a better picture of the
publishing business.
KARLA: Our classes were
divided into four units: presiden-
tial,domestic, econorrric, and in-
ternational policy issues. We
studied drug policy formation and
implementation. Soviet-
American economic relations,
and arms control in Europe. The
domestic issue unit allowed us to
work right in the community as
we investigated what kind of drug
programs were instituted in our
ward. This unit enabled a group
of students to make a report and
presentation to the mayor's task
force. Classes met three times per
week. We attended lectures at the
Pentagon, the State Department,
the Ceuter for Defense Informa-
tion (COl), and even listened to
a member of the Soviet Embassy.
Every Wednesday small group
Bible studies met to discuss topics
such as justice, shalom, idolatry,
civil religion, and the kingdom of
God. The aim was to evaluate
political responses from a biblical
perspective and formulate a
Christ-eentered response.
I interned with Dordt graduate
Ruth Harthoorn, an attorney
representing court-appointed
cases primarily involving family
disputes, child abuse, and
juvenile delinquency. My respon-
sibilities were varied: com-
munication with clients. proba-
tion officers, and social workers;
crime scene assistance;
preliminary research, and clerical
duties. The greatest insight I gain-
ed through the internship was to
see all people as image bearers of
God-the 16 year old drug dealer
and the 35 year old mother who
abused her child. I saw a vital
need to express interest in people
and to treat them with love and
respect.
Where did you live?
JEAN: Most students live in the
Near North area of downtown
Chicago, about ten blocks from
the loop. Some choose to live fur-
ther north because of cheaper liv-
ing costs.
KARLA: I lived in a new
apartment building with 41 other
ASP students. Each apartment
held five or six students and was
equipped with dishwasher,
washer, and dryer. We lived in
an area of transition-some of the
buildings were just renovated,
while others were very run down.
Compare your semester to one
spent at Dordt.
JEAN: I feel that I learned as
much from one semester in
Chicago as I did in all of my
semesters at Dordt. Although I
know that without my three and
a half years at college, I wouldn't
have had the foundation to do the
work I did, the practical ex-
perience made all of my textbook
knowledge more relevant. Pro-
bably the biggest difference was
the pace of my life. In additon to
working almost full-time, we had
lots of papers and journals to
write and books and articles to
read. I didn't get home until 6:00
pm and left again by 6:00 am, so
it took hard work to keep up with
everything.
KARLA: The program was
very intense. In our research pro-
jects we were not only expected
to read pamphlets, articles, and
books, but to go right out into the
community and interview
primary sources-the policy-
makers and news makers .
Washington, D.C., itself was a
classroom. The internship pro-
vided hands-on experience in the
working world and helped me
relate my faith to the work place.
Did the experience change you
in any way?
JEAN: Living in Chicago away
from family and college friends
forces you to grow. You're
forced to do things on your own
that you never really thought
you'd do. I think I realized that
my limits extended further than I
imagined them to. Living in the
city also helps you see the big pic-
ture. Poverty and homelessness
become very real when you walk
by beggars every day on your
way home from work. But more
than just showing me what's out
there, CMC helped show me
where I fit in and where I can
serve.
KARLA: The experience
opened my eyes to the brokenness
that is in the world. In a city of
power and prestige, I saw
homeless people, drug addicts,
lonely people, and broken homes.
The program really made me ap-
preciate my education at Dofdt
College. The Reformed perspec-
tive that teaches that Christ is
Lord of all of life gives Christians
an alternative to the brokenness
that is in the world today.
Did you learn anything about
yourself or your interests as a
result of the semester?
JEAN: My internship helped
me decide what I want to do as
well as what I don't want to do
after graduation. It helped me
discover some gifts God has given
me that I hadn't recognized
before, as well as helping me
cultivate the ones I had.
KARLA: The internship was a
good experience for me. Although
I enjoyed my work, I decided I did
not want to go into law. I loved
meeting with clients and working
with people, but I did not like the
detailed procedures of law.
Any other comments or reflec-
tions on the program?
JEAN: I have to add that CMC,
along with "broadening my
horizons," also gave me a better
understanding of and appreciation
for my background and how to
apply my faith inside and outside
of college.
KARLA: ASP was a great ex-
perience. I was placed in a com-
munity of professors and students
who really cared about one
another and encouraged one
another. What I really appreciated
about the program was the em-
phasis that all of life belongs to
Christ and it is our responsibility
to show this in all areas of our
lives-whether it be in studying,
personal relationships, or politics.
4

















































































Board approves college-sponsored dances
At their March 15-16
meetings, the Dordt College
board of trustees approved a pro-
posal from the college's Office of
Student Services to allow social
dances at the college, on a trial
basis for one year.
The decision follows several
years of study by the college.
After the 1982 Synodical decision
on dance. a task force was set up
to bring recommendations about
dance to the president. The
report, completed in 1984, pro-
posed four steps toward making
dance part of the college
program:
• Develop courses on dance
perspectives and skills.
• Provide faculty time to develop
community workshops on dance.
• Add special dances to the social
activities calendar.
eInvestigate whether education
courses are meeting the needs of
schools in the area of dance.
Student Services was given the
task of overseeing social dances
on campus and seeing that they
are carried out in accordance
with policy guidelines also
odopted by the board. Dean of
Students, Dr. Nicholas V. Kroeze
explains the new policy.
Q: Are we really refonning
social dance or are we bowing
to the pressures of the 90s?
A: We want to challenge our
students to develop dance from a
Christian perspective. Without
that freedom it is like instructing
students in catechism but not
allowing them to practice it. We
are giving students the
opportunity now to take what they
have learned since childhood-
through the schools, from the
church, from their parents-and
challenging them to develop an
environment that is •'reforma-
tionally Christian." I think we ac-
cept that it will be a growing pro-
cess; we are not going to have the
end product with the first dance.
Q: Do you think a college-
sponsored dance will draw
students?
A: I think that we will probably
develop a different clientele than
those who currently attend dances
at lounges or other schools. There
will always be some who are
looking for a free-er environ-
ment. We in student services are
very aware of the fact that there
are students who have danced and
would like to dance but do not do
so when they come to Dordt
because the only environment
available is one that does not meet
their standards of
wholesomeness.
Q: Like Sub Club perhaps?
A: Dance could really enhance
the Sub Club program and vice
versa. But we see the issue as
something much broader in scope
than just dance. We would like to
see the whole Dordt College en-
vironment become a model of
From Synod's 1982 decision:
• In the most basic sense, the
human capacity to dance roots
in creation. God gave us
bodies that are instruments of
sense and motion and made us
capable of responding to
musical themes and rhythmical
movement. This capaacity is
rooted in creation,no in the
fall.
• Dancing, along with every
other created human capacity ,
suffers from our fallen and
sinful condition.
.The Christian is called not
to a rejection of the human
capacity to dance, but is called
to redeem this ability to a God-
honoring use.
wholesome alternatives.
Q: Can we make dancing
an attractive option to them?
A: Yes, but it is something that
we have to build. Having students
involved in the planning will
help. I worked for a number of
years in a high school where
dance was not allowed on the
campus, but was sponsored off
campus through a committee of
the board. This was very suc-
cessful, giving the students an en-
vironment that drew them to the
dance. I think it will also be suc-
cessful here.
Q: What do you expect to be
the reaction?
A: We thought that a lot of
students would react with shouts
of "hip-hip-hooray," and "lets
have a party," but we have been
struck by the degree of serious
reaction. It is something many
have wanted and all of a sudden,
here it is. The thing that im-
mediately strikes them is, "here
is a responsibility." I met with
the social activities committee
about planning a dance. They
reacted very thoughtfulIy. These
are very active, social people. It
wasn't, "Whew, at last!" Itwas,
"We've got some work on our
hands. ,.
Q: Are the guidelines
workable?
A: Students tell me they are.
We have discussed this with
many students and in a number of
different situations. We get the
full range of "it's going to be
tough" to "no problem." But the
majority of people feel that this
is quite feasible.
Q: The guidelines look objec-
tive, but who wilI actually sit
down and look at a piece of
music?
A: Ultimately, I am responsi-
ble for what gets approved and is
allowed. The possibility is real
that something approved may be
found offensive by someone else.
In such a case, I think that we
have enough music options
available to substitute.
Q: Will the music be Chris-
tian contemporary?
A: That will be a part of it, but
there will be other music as well.
Q: How about the argument
that while certain songs by an
artist might be not offensive,
lifestyle or other factors make
their music undesirable?
A: I have had students ask,
"What are your general
guidelines?" I tell them generally
what we are looking at, and they
will say, "WelI, there goes Guns
and Roses." There are probably
individuals and groups of whom
we will categorically say, "Let's
leave their music alone," That
question is interesting because it
really opens up a broader- ques-
tion ...Can we buy a certain make
of car because the corporation
president may be an avowed
agnostic?
The questioning process is what
makes me excited about being
able to sit across the table from
four students and hear them de-
fend or explain the lyrics of a
song. That is the kind of inter-
change we want at a Christian
college. It is part of a growing
Christian maturity for students to
critique, judge, and develop stan-
dards of their own. When I said
earlier that I hope we don't have
the same rules in place ten years
from now, that is what I am refer-
ring to. I want to see those rules
be so much a part of those stu-
dent's lifestyles that they natural-
ly come out in a critique process.
Q: There are those who
would say that dance
movements are often too sug-
gestive. Do you have concerns
about that?
A: That is an issue we are try-
ing to work at in more than dance.
It is a Christian lifestyle issue.
I mentioned earlier our concern
about acquaintance rape issues.
All of this relates to respect for the
Lord, respect for others, develop-
ing proper attitudes, being aware
of situations and personal
behaviors that may lead to im-
moral behavior.
Q: You don't think that dance
itself is inevitiably sexually
suggestive?
A: There are forms of dance
that could be and are. The type of
music has an influence on the type
of dance that accompanies it. We
will watch out for that. I have to
underline again that I think the
concern is broader. There are
many intimate situations that
develop outside of dance.
Q: How are you going to
evaluate this effOfl?
A: We want people to know
why they are doing what they are
doing. That's the challenge we are
going to be placing before groups
who want to sponsor a dance. We
will be evaluating that develop-
ment. We will also be evaluating
tangibles such as behavior, par-
ticipation, student feedback.
Q: How significant is this
decision to student life?
A: I would say that the greatest
significance is not that students
may dance. The biggest signal it
sends to students is that the school
is not an entrenched institution,
but it is a developing institution.
Just as we are trying to promote
growth in the lives of students, the
institution itself is willing to
change, willing to wrestle with
issues, willing to give new
opportunities-doing so based on
very solid principles. Many peo-
ple are going to say that Dordt
isn't the institution that it used to
be. That's all right. We are learn-
ing, we are becoming comfortable
with the type of institution we
want to be. We are not afraid of
difficult issues. We are not afraid
to say that reform means to
change-within ourselves as well
as within society.
Q: Why aren't we afraid of
taking on an issue like this?
A: Because we believe so firm-
ly in what we are, and why we are
the type of institution we propose
to be. That is to say, we know our
heritage and we know our pur-
pose. Our security is anchored in
the kingship of Christ and our ac-
tivity is motivated by his Lordship
in all of life. 0
Dr. Nicholas Kroeze
Dance Guidelines
The guidelines deal with
such questions as the number.
location; sponsorship, and at-
tendance at dances. In addi-
tion, the policy statement
outlines procedures for screen-
ing the music to be played at
dances and insuring that the
behavior of dance-goers is
congruent with the Christian
lifestyle.
The guidelines will promote
a wholesome attnosphere of
joy, gladness, and celebration
at our dances, and that they
will remove potential stumbl-
ing blocks for Christians who
participate.
Following are a few of the
guidelines listed in a policy
statement presented for board
approval:
• Dances are open to Dordt
students. Each Dordt student
is allowed one guest.
• The [Dance] committee is
responsible for approving all
music and lyrics to be played.
* Two non-student commit-
tee members (or Student Ser-
vice personnel) will be present
at each dance.
• The organization sponsor-
ing the dance will be respon-
sible for compliance with all
guidelines for and supervision
of the dance. College regula-
tions will be enforced.
The dance policy also lists
guidelines for evaluating the
music to be played at dances ..
They prohibit songs that














Look for yours if you
began at Dordt in
1958 (class of '60),
1961 (class of '65),
1966 (class of '70),
1971 (class of '75), or
1976 (class of '80). If
you don't receive
materials within a




the time between your
first coming to Dordt
and finally leaving was
more than four years.
ApproximatelY 45 alumni
from in and around Pella enjoyed
a night at the theater when five
students and director Verne
Meyer came to town on Saturday,
March 31.
The students, members of
Dordt's Repertory Theatre Com-
pany, had performed for the CSI
District Five meetings on the
previous day, but Saturday even-
ing's performance was staged ex-
clusively for alumni.
The students performed two
pieces that were quite different in
content and style. The first was
a one-act drama written by Pro-
fessor James Schaap, titled
"Vigil," adapted from his short
story, "November's Thursday."
The play, of a husband and wife
struggling with the meaning and
effect of the wife's cancer,
evoked lively discussion follow-
ing the performance.
The second piece, performed at
the end of the evening, was a col-
lection of humorous sketches
written by Jim Heynen. Director
Meyer introduced the collection
by inviting the viewers to look for
amusement that included musing.
Alumni Board Profile
Dr. Verne Meyer and the Dordt Repertory Theatre presented two one-act plays to alumni in Pella.
The evening ended with an op-
portunity to socialize over coffee
with other alumni, President
Hulst, and Alumni Director Jim
De Young.
In a brief business meeting,
three new board members were
elected to replace outgoing
members Maryan (Vander
Molen) De Haan ('72), Lisa
(Vander Wall Groenendyk ('80),
and Dave Heinen ('72). Elected
to two year terms were Deb
(Vande Voort) Bruxvoort ('76),
Jeff Pastoor ('84), and Kim
(Jansen) Zantingh ('82). 0
Ex-President Janet Schuurman
moves to Wheaton
John, Micah, Janet and Janelle Schuunnan.








i.graduated from Dordt in
1978 and worked for several
years with developmentally
disabled people. I now have two
children and am a homemaker
living in Wheaton, Illinois.
Wheaton is the center of
American evangelicalism. It is an
exciting place to live as well as
to do ministry. In one sense it is
similar to Sioux Center in that a
high percentage of people attend
.. .' ~...... ., .... . ..~.. .
churches, but it is unique in that
it is at the doorstep of one of the
largest and most secular cities in
the United States-Chicago. We
feel a great need for a Reformed
witness in the community.
My husband, John, a 1968
graduate of Dordt, is pastor of the
Wheaton Christian Reformed
Church. This is our second
charge, after spending three and
a half years in Sioux Falls, South
Dakota. While there we took ad-
vantage of being close to Dordt
by being active on the alumni
board, enjoying plays and con-
certs, and keeping in touch with
faculty and other alumni in the
area. There are very few Dordt
students or alumni living in
Wheaton, but we would be eager
to see that change.
John keeps busy as a pastor but
also finds time to do his one-man
show about Charles Spurgeon a
couple of times a year. I fill my
time by running the manse and
trying to prevent our two children
from running me. Our son Micah
is three and daughter Janelle is 18
months. I also co-lead a coffee
break group at church. 0
Reader survey says
"More alumni news"
Several months ago a
randomly-selected group of
alumni and supporters were sent
a questionnaire asking for reac-
tions to the Voice. The response
rate beat all predictions. Thank
you for your help.
A common thread that ran
through alumni responses was a
desire to know more about fellow
alumni, what they're doing and
what they're thinking. At present
we print a profile on an alumnus
in each issue, and we publish any
newsy information that you take
time to send us. We'll even print
the occasional picture if you send
one with your news item.
Some of you have written that
you miss reading family news
with the birth announcements.
The news is still there, it is simply
put into the general alumni notes
section. We print any news you
send us. We found that alumni
rarely sent news in unless they
were reporting a birth. By
separating the two we hope to en-
courage you to send in other
kinds of news more regularly. It
seems that is already happening.
We encourage you to send us
periodic updates even if you
haven't made any earthshaking
moves or changes in your life.
And certainly if you do send in
a birth announcement take the op-
portunity to include notes on the
rest of your family.
Our plans for the future include
introducing more alumni voices
into our paper in an effort to
establish a dialogue between
alumni. Articles will profile peo-
ple, reflect on college ex-
periences, address issues com-
mon to many. A new •.Letters"
section awaits your response to
articles written by alumni or staff.
Or write us about something else
on your mind.
Although most articles will be
solicited, please feel free to send
suggestions or contributions. I
can't guarantee that we will
publish everything that we
receive, but we would certainly
like to hear from you and get your
ideas. We encourage letters or ar-
ticles that give thoughtful con-
sideration to an issue and entice
others to respond.
So help us out. Write-for us,
for yourselves, and especially for
your fellow alumni who would
love to hear from you. 0
Dordt College
has an opening for an
Admissions Counselor
Duties include recruiting high school students. Requires
extensive travel time. Applicants should have a BA and
the ability to relate to high school students.
For information contact:
Lyle Gritters
Vice President for College Advancement
Dordt College
















































































Psychologist reflects on Dordt and research
Dr. Judith De Jong
Iattended Dordt during a
time of social upheaval. The Viet-
nam War and the civil rights
movement caused many students
to tum a critical eye toward
government and society and to
question the churches and institu-
tions who supported the status
quo. Disillusioned, many of us at
Dordt turned to the reformational
movement, which offered us a
way to bring together concern for
social reform and Christianity.
Faculty and students were often
polarized. Conservative factions,
disturbed by the wholesale rejec-
tion of tradition, staunchly
defended it against all criticism.
Some students, feeling betrayed
by the parents and the churches
that had taught them the prin-
ciples they were fighting for,
followed reformational leaders
who proclaimed that we were liv-
ing in the very "belly of the
beast." Understandably, this did
not create optimal circumstances
for constructive dialogue.
I have now come to appreciate
how much faith in the covenant
it must have taken for Dordt's ad-
ministration and faculty to risk
losing constituency support by
letting the "radical reforma-
tionals" remain. The risk paid
off. Dordt has obviously
prospered, and many radicals of
that era have gone on not to re-
ject what they were taught at
Dordt, but to build on it and to
assume leadership roles in Chris-
tian colleges and institutions.
Credit should be given to many
people for this. I recall B.J. Haan
taking his evening promenade,
joking with demonstrators
picketing his home. Dr.
Rozeboom always expressed
fatherly concern and openness to
persuasion during my frequent
summons to his office. I
remember John Van Dyk's
disconcerting chuckle after
students poured out existential
~ngst, and his comment. which
somehow put things into perspec-
tive: "Jah, I remember how it
was when I was your age. " There
was Donald Morton's enthusiasm
for scholarship and Stacy
Taylor's devotion to Calvinism
and Kuyperian thought. This at-
mosphere fostered in students an
ability to think critically. It also
made me unwilling, when push
came to shove, to reject Calvinist
tradition.
I continued my studies at the
Institute for Christian Studies,
emerging in 1978 with an M.PhiI.
in the philosophy of psychology.
While I was at the Institute I
learned how to analyze theories
and to break them down into the
types of components that form
every world view. I came to the
conclusion, however, that the
reformational framework merely
substituted a philosophical system
for theology/tradition as the lit-
mus test for truth.
My search for a personal basis
for faith and scholarship lead me
to reread Abraham Kuyper and
John Calvin. Kuyper's sphere
sovereignty cut through the rival
claims of spheres such as
theology/church and state that
tried to dominate life, and placed
them relative to the individual and
community.· This does not mean
scholarship is religiously void. I
conclude, with Calvin, that
knowledge of God and
knowledge of man are in-
separable; we know ourselves
and understand our fellow
creatures to the extent that we
know what God was, and now is,
doing. It is upon this central core
of God-and-self knowledge, the
biblical idea of conscience, that
I base my scholarly perspective.
If someone else's perspective or
some scientific finding is out of
tune with my theory or my inter-
nal gyroscope, I know I have to
step back to allow my perspective
to be tested and perhaps
broadened. Scholarship remains
vital so long as it includes reflec-
tion, observation, and communal
critique.
This perspective influenced my
choice to do Ph.D. work in
developmental psychology, an
area of psychology that is asking
epistemological questions. It





questions how we develop the
personal framework that dictates
our thoughts, actions, beliefs and
how this framework changes over
time. In order to understand the
general underlying process, it
looks at the individual embedded
in a matrix of interpersonal rela-
tionships, within a culture, at a
certain point in history. I think
this orientation has much to offer
in terms of unifying the field of
psychology. Theories of
psychology, like the blind men
with the elephant, have each
grabbed a portion of truth and
have tried to explain the whole.
Unification of the field requires
refining the truth from each of the
divergent theories and working
them into a unified theory. There
has been some promising work in
this direction and I hope some day
to contribute to it. However, I
heed the advice of a former pro-
fessor (who has spent his career:
studying 'wisdom'), who says
that one shouJd not create theories
of psychology before the age of
50.
In the course of my Ph.D.
work at the Catholic University
of America, I also learned to ap-
preciate the uses of the scientific
method. The method is flawed,
vulnerable to biases and
dishonesty, but it provides a com-
mon set of ground rules and a
way to let reality inform theory.
The scientific community is
regarded today as a body of ex-
perts upon whose pro-
nouncements individuals can base
personal decisions and govern-
ment officials can decide policy.
Policy decisions in turn shape
science, by determining which
research proposals are funded.
Research is the key arena to be
won or lost and is a place where
Christians can make a difference.
The majority of researchers spend
their careers in attempts to
replicate, refine, or refute aspects
of other research without examin-
ing core issues. Competent in-
dividuals with perspective in
these fields, however, can with
one or two key pieces of original
research, rechannel their field in-
to new directions.
In the five years since obtain-
ing my Ph.D., I have attempted
to do some rechanneling. I have
worked in a number of fields of
research, broadening my research
skills and extending my overall
perspective into fields ranging
from cross-cultural issues,
religious and social development,
personality measurement, and
family studies, to biochemistry
and other factors associated with
criminality, depression and addic-
tions. I am now working in one
of the National Institutes of
Health, doing research in
alcoholism, a field that is
currently (and, I think, inap-
propriately) dominated by
biochemical and genetic research.
I am presently working on a set
of papers that use developmental
psychology in an attempt to
redefine this area.
I would encourage Dordt
students and graduates to go into
theory and research. But in the
area of theory I would warn
against "the" Christian ap-
proach. Designating a certain
theory as "the" Christian one
puts a set of blinders on our
scholars, makes a living process
a petrified one, and cuts off non-
Christians (and often Christians
from other backgrounds) from
any insights our work could of-
fer them. Instead of ttying to con-
demn all other as "non-
Christian, " potential scholars
need to learn methods of critique
to define and sharpen personal
perspectives and to learn how to
understand and extract the trnth
from reality and from the
perspectives of others. Our at-
titude toward research must also
change. Research is the arena in
which the future of not only our
sciences, but of public policy is
being determined.
We have an inside track on the
truth: it is time we reclaimed our
turf. []
Dr. Judith De Jong is a researcher
at the National Institutes of Health
in Washington D.C.
"Research is the key
arena to be won or
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Henry and Miriam (Hugen,ex'72) Zoetewey, Gabriel John, 2/18/90
John and Barbara (Walvort, '74) Jewett, Kyle Patrick, 1/26/90
John and Ruth (Harthoorn, '76) Kocisko, John Jeremy, l/16/90
Sam and Genise (Inman,'76) Hallowell, Ken Janae, 10/10/89
Case and Mary Ellen Schipper ('76), Daniel Robert, 2/5/90
Ralph and Susan (Do Mez, '76) Siaber, Jonathan Michael, 1118/90
Don and Marilyn (Van TiII,'76) Korver, Katie 10. 12/5/89
John and Beverly (Zylstra,'77) Coombs, Laura Jean, 2/14/90
Andy and Brenda (MileY,ex'77) Skylling, Sarah Emily, 2/26/90
Kevin and Laurie Wolfswinkel ('78), Kelsey Anne, 8/12/89
Larry and Kathy (Rielema, '78) Hofman, Kendall Jon, 1217/89
Robert and Cheryl (Van Kooten, '79) Hageman, Emily Jean, 2/12190
Donald and Gayle (Haarsma, '79) Deters, Jana Lynn, 115/90
Ken and Helene (Gietema) Vander Veen (ex'79, '79), Jesse Roger,
1/29/90
John and Deb (Vande Brake) Doornenbal ('79,ex'82), Danielle Renae,
8/22/89
Ron and Janna (De Groot) Van Oriel ('80,'80), Daryl Evan, 1/19/90
Jeffrey and Annette (Pol,'SO) Wensley, Sarah Elizabeth, S/21/89
Jacob and Valerie (Schaap, '80) Anker, Lia Joy, 1/17/90
Jeff and Karen (Scheffer) Nibbelink ('SO,ex'SO), Kaysha Joy, S/5/89
Todd and Evelyn (Vanden Ham) McKim ('SI, 'SI), Ryan, 6/14/S9
Jim and Cheryl (Buteyn,'8l) Bratt, Peter James, 1/16/90
Tim and Kathy (8oogman) Franje ('SI,'SI), Kurt Alan, 2/8/90
Loren and Kathy (Broek) Velgersdyk (ex'SI,'SI), Brady Lee, 1/31/90
AI and Rosalie (Groot) Brandsma (ex'82,ex'84), Ashlee Kiera, 2/21/90
Jim and Ann (Voogd, '83) Hill, Jonathan Voogd Hill, 10/16/89
Dale and Tami Piers ('S3), Joshua Loren, 12/29/S9
Fred and Tami (Vander Haak, 'S3) Rylaarsdam, Samuel Frederick,
1/29/90
Steve and Lydia (Ede,'83) Foley, Erin Caitlin, 7/26/89
Doug and Jane (Baker,'S3) Wondergem, Nicole Joan, S/28/89
Steve and Jeanne (Duyst) Bommelje (ex'S5, '83), Carl Steven, 2/21/90
Bruce and Rochelle (Molenaar) De Bruin (ex'84,'84), Jason Douglas,
12/12/89
Dean and Teresa (Hiemstra,'84) Paauw, Joan Brittany, 8/2/89
Troy and Melanie Groeneweg ('84), Kaitlin Marie, 9/21/S9'
Ken and Brenda (Verbeek,ex'84) Bosman, Keshia Ann, 1/10/89
Fred and Theresa (Gietema, 'S4) Van Beek, Nicholas John, 12/26/89
Philip and Brenda (Sybesma) Vos ('S5,'S5), Amanda Jean, 3/1/90
Todd and Anita (postma) Kleinwolterink ('86,'86), Joel Carl, 2/26/90
Harlan and Kathy (Van Remmel) Harmelink ('85,ex'87), Jordan Dean,
12/30/89
Wilbur and Cathy (Vander Wei) Brouwer ('SS, 'S7), Christian Willem,
1/24/90
testing the Atlas and Delta rocket engines
for Rockwell International.
Leanne Mass ('S4) is a social worker
at Bethanna, a residential treatment facility
for emotionally disturbed children. She is
living in Abington, Pennsylvania, and is
working on her master's of social work
at Rutgers State University.
Troy Groeneweg('84) is a CPA work-
ing for Peat Marwick in Des Moines,
Iowa. His wife, Melanie, is home with
their new daughter.
Ken and Brenda (Verbeek,ex'84)
Bosman are living in rural Chatham, On-
tario, where they have their own electrical
business. Brenda enjoys being a
homemaker after eight years as a social
worker for mentally retarded clients.
Randy and Julie (Ten Haken)
Klynsma ('85, '85) moved to Ripon,
California, after Randy accepted a call to
the Orthodox Christian Reformed Church
of Ripon. Julie enjoys staying home with
their son, Gregory.
Brian Vos ('85) recently received his
master's degree from Purdue University
and is now working at Earnst and Julio
Gallo Winery. He also helps coach basket-
ball at Ripon Christian High School. His
wife, Lynette, coaches volleyball and is
an eigth grade teacher there. The Voses
live in Modesto, California.
Marsha Weg ('86) graduated from the
University of Iowa College of Law in
May, 1989. She is now living in St. Louis
where she is an associate in the law finn
of Armstrong, Teasdale, Schlatly, Davis,
and Dicus.
John and Kala (Peterson) Tolkamp
('86, '86) live in Prince George, British
Columbia, where John recently started
working as a control systems engineer
with Northwood Pulp Mill.
Galen and Melanie (Ten Pas) Sinkey
('89, '88) live in Phoenix, Arizona. Galen
is employed in software production at
CyCare Systems, Inc., and Melanie
teaches first grade at Phoenix Christian
Grade School.
Kristin Vanden Einde (ex'89) is work-
ing at Sioux Valley Hospital in Sioux
Falls, South Dakota, as a registered nurse
in the pulmonary unit.
Marriages Jim and Cheryl (Buteyn, '81) Bratt livein Denver, Colorado, where Jim is
attending Denver Seminary. After Jim
graduates in June with a masters in mis-
sions, they plan to return to Bolivia where
they previously spent two years as
missionaries.
Mark Link ('82) is an internist for the
Air Force, stationed in Turkey. He
recently completed his residency in New
York City, after four years of medical
school in Boston.
Vince Bonnema ('82) has recently been
hired by Sheldon Christian School as their
new principal. He will begin working
there in the fall. He is curently principal
of the Hollandale Christian School.
AI and Rosalie (Groot) Brandsma
(ex'82,ex'84) are living in Smithers,
British Columbia. AI is a dairy farmer and
Rosalie is a homemaker.
Rev. Dale Piers ('83) was ordained into
the Christian Reformed Church ministry
on October I, 1989. He lives in Anaheim,
California, with his wife, Tami, and their
son. He is serving as minister of congrega-
tional life and evangelism at Anaheim
CRC.
Pete Meyer ('83) graduated from De
Paul University with an MBA in
marketing this past June. Pete is now a
maintenance services planner with AT&T.
His wife, Diane, is a full-time mom and
a part-time respiratory therapist. The
Meyers live in Addison, Illinois.
Gail (Johnson) Brandt ('83) has
worked. for the United. States Attorney's
Office in Sioux City as a legal secretary
for four years. She received two awards
in December from the U.S. Department
of Justice commending her outstanding
performance as a legal secretary. Her hus-
band, John, is a systems analyst with the
joint city/county data processing depart-
ment in Sioux City.
Steve and Jeanne (Duyst) Bommelje
(ex'8S, '83) live in Lancaster, California.
Jeanne received her master's in school
counseling last July from the University
of La Verne in La Verne, California. She
is currently teaching at Desert Christian
School in Lancaster. Steve works as a test
engineer in the hills of Santa Susanna
Allan Reinders ('79) and Bonnie
Miedema ('81), August 19, 1989.
Galen Sinkey ('89) and Melanie Ten
Pas ('88), June 24, 1989.
Mark Buss ('89) and Miriam Keen
('89), October 14, 1989.
Ron Seanor and Kristin Vanden Einde
(ex'89), April 14, 1990.
70's
Henry and Miriam (Hugen,ex'72)
Zoetewey live in Englewood, Colorado.
Henry is a mechanical engineer at Gates
Rubber Company. Miriam enjoys being
a full-time homemaker.
Irene (Elenbaas) De Groot ('72) has
completed her internship to qualify as a
psychiatrist in Tucson, Arizona, where she
lives with her husband, Dave De Groot
('72), who bas a public relations finn.
Robert and Cheryl (Van Kooten, '79)
Hageman live in Ontario, California.
Cheryl is a documentation editor at
Lockheed. Aircraft Service Company and
Robert is an English teacher at Ontario
Christian Grade School.
CORRESPONDENCE CLIPPING
We are interested in hearing abont the events in your life,
Please fill ont the conpon below and mail to: A1nmni Associa-
tion, Dordt College, Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
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Chery (LInk) De Boer ('80) has been
a certified public accountant for Trachten-
barg and Associates in Omaha, Nebraska,
since 1981. She recently became a
shareholder with the finn.
Joe and Dawn (Van Oort) Kraayen-
brink (ex'81,ex'81) live in St. Cloud,
Minnesota, with their three children. Joe
works for the police department in St.
Cloud.
Todd and Evelyn (Vanden Ham)
McKim ('81, '81) are living in Brandon,
Manitoba, where Todd is a partner in
Kelleher and Company, chartered accoun-
tants in Brandon. Evelyn enjoys being a
homemaker. -
News ltemiSuggestionL- _
Second alumni survey coming soon
It says, "Important: Alumni
Survey Enclosed" on the
envelope.
In 1987 when we did our first
alumni survey, that same message
was on the envelope. Then, the
importance of the survey was un-
proven. Today, its importance
has been proven by the number
of ways the information gathered
in 1987 has been used.
Ifyour teenage son or daughter
has received a birthday card and
T-shirt from Dordt, that's
because you reported your son or
daughter's name and birthdate to
us in 1987. The information we
are gathering through the ques-
tionnaires sent back to us will
allow us to do a better job of ap-
proaching them as potential
students in a couple of years.
You may have read about the
Alumni Placement Network or
the Alumni Life development
project in the Spectrum earlier
this year. The availability of in-
formation from the alumni survey
was vital 10 the success of both
those programs.
The information has helped us
in a variety of tasks here in the
alumni office, from identifying
possible subjects for "Through
the Prism" articles to finding
people willing to help plan alwnni
activities in their hometown.
A number of academic depart-
ments have asked us for informa-
tion about their alumni. One
department used the survey data
';;0 help develop a summer intern-
ship proposal. Another wanted to
find out who among their
graduates was qualified for an
opening in the department.
And the possible uses of this in-
formation have not been ex-
hausted. We hope to explore ad-
ditional ways in which alumni
may aid various college activities
and ways the college can better
serve alumni. As such programs
are developed, accurale and up-
to-date information on alumni
will be vital.
An additional plus of the survey
this year is that it will help us
prepare our ten-year self-study
accreditation report. Information
about our alumni's occupations,
graduate study, and attitudes
about Dordt will be especially
valuable for this purpose. .
As you can see. the alumni
survey really is important to the
college. A good rate of return is
also quite important, so please
send in your questionnaire within
a few days of receiving it. A
quick response will save us the
cost of follow-up mailings. Two
follow-ups are planned, but only
those who have not returned their
questionnaire will receive second
or third mailings. 0
Jim De Young
Ithink I hear U.S. alumni
groaning, "Not another survey!"
as they read the headline above.
Well, shake off your writer's
cramp, those of you who recently
completed the U.S. Census
Survey, and get ready to com-
plete an even more important
questionnaire.
Those of you north, south,
east, and west of the border can
also expect to receive your copies
of the 1990 Dordt College alwnni
survey in the mail soon.




Tuition rises, aid increases, costs remain competitive
Sally Jongsma
Tuition, room, and board
costs at Dordt will increase by 9.6
percent next year. raising tuition
for 1990-91 from $6400 to
$7100. According to information
released by the National Associa-
tion of Independent Colleges and
Universities (NAICU), next
year's $7100 figure will still be
well below this year's national
average of $7348 for four-year
independent colleges. Other col-
leges show similar increases.
The increases at Dordt are
needed primarily to offset addi-
tional expenditures for student
financial aid and faculty salaries,
says Bernard De Wit, vice presi-
dent for business affairs.
Financial aid in the form of
scholarships and grants is
increased by over $200,(J()()in the
proposed 1990-91 budget, ex-
plains De Wit, a rise of close to
19 percent over the current year's
budget.
Such increases are necessary if
a variety of talented and deserv-
ing students are to be able to at-
tend college. Nationally, more
than 65 percent of all
undergraduates at independent
colleges receive some form of
financial assistance. At Dordt the
figure is even higher. "Because
of our institutional grant-in-aid
and work programs nearly 95
percent of our students receive
some form of aid," says Mike
Epema, associate director of
financial aid.
"Most people remember the
$40,(J()() figure as the cost of a
college education without
remembering that for many that
figure may be closer to $!2,(J()()
after they receive financial aid,"
says Lyle Gritters, vice president
for college advancement. In the
latest figures available, 1986-87,
NAICU says that the average full-
time independent college
undergraduate receiving need-
based financial aid had $10,300
in expenses for tuition. room, and
board; $7,343 in aid through
grants, loans, and work-study;
and paid $2957.
But even without financial aid
no student pays the full cost of his
or her education whether at a state
school or an independent school.
Gifts and endowments help sub-
sidize each student's education.
Gifts from faithful supporters
have always been and continue to
be very important to Dordt. Our
endowment, though still small
because we are a young college,
is growing steadily and, in fact,
is higher than that of many older
institutions. At present, however,
it does not produce enough in-
come to make a substantial dif-
ference in the operating budget.
Its benefits will not be reaped for
several years to come.
••Dordt is also in the second
year of a two-year faculty salary
scale revision that will increase
salaries to be competitive with
other private colleges in Iowa,"
says De Wit.
"Two years ago we made a
commitment to raise salaries so
that we could better recruit and
retain high-quality faculty
members, " says college president
Dr. J.B. Hulst. "The board felt
that this was absolutely necessary
if we are to offer the best possi-
ble education to our students."
NAICU national statistics sup-
port the board's decision: "In
real dollars faculty salaries,
which have always been low, re-
main behind their 1972 levels."
Teachers and professors who
choose to teach at Christian in-
stitutions earn considerably less
than their counterparts in the
public sector and other profes-
sionals with similar levels of
education.
Despite attempts to keep
budgets as low as possible, costs
continue to rise. Budget decisions
often force a trade-off between
higher quality and lower price,
with quality at least partially
defined by high quality faculty,
more faculty time per student,
broader range of programs, and
better resources such as libraries,
computers, and laboratories.
Teaching is a labor-intensive
activity. It is hard to abbreviate
the time it takes to correct a paper
or to increase the size of a
seminar without affecting the
quality. Competition for faculty
is likely to increase in the 1990s
because of projected shortages in
most fields. Rapidly increasing
fringe benefits (especially health
care) have a major impact on
budgets dominated by personnel
expenditures.
Nevertheless, a recent Gallup
Poll showed that 56 percent of all
college graduates thought a col-
lege education was worth more
than its price. Another 23 percent
thought it was worth its price, and
only 18 percent thought it was
worth less than its price.
Dordt has consistently been ap-
plauded by its auditors for the
percentage of money spent on
academic versus administrative
programs. College officials do
their best to keep the costs as low
as possible without sacrificing
quality in its educational and stu-
dent services programs.
In fact, breaking down next
year's cost to a daily rate makes
a college education look relatively
cost-efficient. For about $50 per
day a student receives a furnished
room; breakfast, lunch, and din-
ner; and hours of instruction, in
addition to individual counseling,
health care, and cultural and
athletic opportunities.
Next year's rates, although
higher than this year's, leave
Dordt very competitive with
other private colleges, says De
Wit. He projects that overall
Dordt's tuition will still be among
the lowest in the state of Iowa.






tion, in addition to
individual counsel-
ing, health care, and
cultural and athletic
opportunities. "
For advance information please contact: Suffering and Survival
Henry De Groot
Dordt College
Sioux Center, Iowa 51250
Suffering and Survival
The Netherlands 1940-45
Marking the 50th anniversary of the Nazi occupation
and the 45th anniversary of the liberation of the Netherlands
September 26-29,1990
Conference includes:* Anne Frank Exhibit - an international touring exhibition depicting life in Germany and The Netherlands under Nazi Occupation* Keynote speeches by renowned Dutch imigrant experts: Herman Ganzevoort, University of Toronto; Andre Stein, University of
Calgary; Hans Blom, University of Amsterdam; Michael Hoorn, University of Toronto; Babes Clinton, author, Los Angeles* Opening address by Reverend Nicholas Knoppers, Dutch immigrant decorated for valor during World War II
* Theatre production - "Suspended Sentence," a World War II Flemish play by Jozef Van Hoeck* Art Exhibit - reproductions of Kathe Kollwitz' work done during World War I and II* Presentations of oral histories by Canadian and American immigrants
*Displays of Nazi propaganda and World War IImemorabilia* Films: "The Assault," "The Raid," and others* Academic papers - The Association for the Advancement of Dutch-American Studies (AADAS) will hold its annual meeting







two segments, one to
the east and one to




feet to the facility."
Dordt College has been
awarded a challenge grant of
$200,000 from The Kresge Foun-
dation for the renovation and ex-
pansion of its Science Building.
To receive the grant, Dordt must
raise by September I the
$327,000 still needed to meet
construction expenses of $1. 95
million. As of April I, 1990, the
college has raised $1,398,000 in
cash and pledges for the building.
The Science Building and
Renovation Project is a major
component of the New Horizons
Campaign, says Vice President
for College Advancement Lyle
Gritters. New Horizons is a
3-year $8.5 million campaign that
also includes $2.5 million in
deferred gifts for the general en-
dowment fund, $2.5 million for
operational support, $1.2 million
for debt reduction, and $300,000
for new computer equipment.
The current building project
adds two segments, one to the
east and one to the west of the
former building complex, adding
some 20,000 square feet to the
facility. A spacious lecture hall,
classrooms, labs, and offices are
in the blueprints. Professors' of-
fices will be regrouped too, and
Livingstone, Hermann speak
on history of evolutionism
During the 1989-90
school year Dr. Russell Maat-
man, a fellow in the Studies In-
stitute, has been exploring a
Reformed way to do scientific ac-
tivity. Studying the influence of
evolution on the different sciences
has occupied a large part of his
time.
On February 27 and 28 Maat-
man invited three Christian
scholars to campus to discuss the
question, "What does the history
of the debate over evolution teach
us and how should we respond to
. evolutionary claims today? Guest
speakers described how
evangelicals responded to Darwin
in the nineteenth and the twentieth
centuries.
Dr. David Livingstone, a pro-
fessor of history of science and
leography at the University of
Belfast in Northern Ireland, and
Dr. Kenneth Hermann, a pro-
fessor at Kent State University
whose specialty is American
history, presented lectures to
faculty and students. In an after-
noon discussion between Dordt
faculty, the guest speakers, and
Dr. Arie Leegwater, professor of
chemistry at Calvin College, par-
ticipants shared ideas and points
of view, giving Maatman new
material for reflection. 0
an elevator will keep the various
areas accessible to all.
Work began in spring 1989
with groundbreaking on April 21.
Progress has been encouraging,
and the new and remodeled areas
will be in use by September I,
1990.
The Kresge Foundation is an
independent, private foundation
created by the personal gifts of
Sebastian S. Kresge. It is not af-
filiated with any corporation or
organization." The money
awarded must be used for con-
struction or renovation of
facilities and the purchase of ma-





The Leopold Center for Sus-
tainable Agriculture at Iowa State
University will award Dordt's
Agriculture Stewardship Center
$17,250 for the third consecutive
year. The grant allows the depart-
ment to continue its research pro-
ject, "Monitoring and Modeling
Cropping System Nitrogen for a
Sustainable Agriculture." The
grant runs until July 1991 and
will also allow the researchers to
expand the project to include
research on alfalfa crop rotation.
order. In other words, if you obey
the word of God, you're really
not left-wing or right-wing,
you're not liberal or conser-
vative." He gives us the oppor-
tunity to be a healing presence
among warring factions, she
continues.
"Christ in you is what makes
you new," she says. But attitudes
and reactions aren't magic, they
take practice. As Christians we
must practice what we believe,
loving God and loving our
neighbor.
Skinner's presence on campus
inspired many, helping them see
that Christians from many
backgrounds share a commitment
to working for the kingdom in
many areas of life. D
about physics and engineering,"
says Adams. During the two
weeks students will do lab ex-
periments, learn some math,
work on a project, and take field
trips. Each participant will learn
to use a word processor, a scien-
tific calculator, and a Computer
Aided Drafting (CAD) package.
The calculator and the CAD soft-
ware remain with the student after
the program.
Hands-on laboratory work will
include projects in mechanics,
electronics, electrostatics,
energy, and computers.
Field trips will demonstrate
engineering used in nearby
businesses. Sites will probably in-
clude the EMW Groschopp plant
in Sioux Center, the Iowa Public
Service electrical generating
facility in Sioux City, and other
research and engineering design
firms such as those dealing with
heating and air conditioning.
Talented students often have
abilities in. several areas, says
Adams. Career goals are based
on things they are familiar with.
In rural areas students usually go
into agriculture, veterinary
science, or medicine. Girls often
Dr. Barbara Williams Skinner
urges kingdom commitment
Dr. Barbara Williams
Skinner, this spring's Staley
Distinguished Lecturer,
challenged her audience to live
their profession in her address
titled, "The Kingdom of God and
the World Order," on February
27.
A graduate of the University of
California Law School, Skinner
is executive vice president of
Tom Skinner Associates, a
leadership development organiza-
tion based in New York City.
Describing the role of her faith
in her career, Skinner says, "God
calls us to a kingdom and to prin-
ciples that are alien and in con-
flict with the political order, the
social order, and our cultural
Engineers receive NSF project grant
don't consider science-related
careers. "We hope to increase
awareness for both boys and girls
so that they have more choices
about their future," says Adams,
who would like to see girls make
up 50 percent of the class.
Adams hopes to make the
endeavor an annual event. An
amount of $21,921 has been
designated by NSF for fiscal year
1990 with the intention of carry-
ing the YSE grant into 1991 in the
amount of $23,027.
Corporate sponsor of the pro-
gram for this year is EMW
Groschopp, Inc., of Sioux
Center. The electric motor
manufacturer will commit $3000
to help underwrite the program.
The students' accomplishments
will be demonstrated to parents
on the final day of the program,
and students will be required to
present their projects to
classmates when the fall school
term resumes. In addition, as a
follow-up, the participating Dordt
College faculty will visit the par-
ticipants' schools in the fail to
make presentations in classes and
larger assemblies. D
Dr. David Livingstone also spoke










students from northwest Iowa
will reap the benefits of a $44,948
grant from the National Science
Foundation (NSF). Dordt will
receive-the first segment of a two-
year grant package for a new pro-
gram, "Young Scholars in
Engineering" (YSE). Through
the two-week summer learning
series, Dordt and NSF hope to in-
spire talented seventh and eighth
graders to consider engineering
as a vocational goal.
There is a real demand for
high-level technically trained pe0-
ple in our society today, says
Dordt engineering professor,
Charles Adams. And it is too late
to start thinking about engineer-
ing as a career when you get to
college, he adds. "High school
sophomores who decide not to
take algebra II already rule out
engineering as a career. They
need all of the math and science
courses they can get."
YSE will offer science-related
activities to qualified students
from June 18 to June 30 this sum-
mer. "We want to stimulate their








Wilson will tell Australian students about Dordt
those interested in teaching.
Christian teachers are needed on
his continent, he says, ones who
understand what it means to teach
from a Christian perspective.
Australian universities do not
prepare students to apply their
faith to their careers, as does
Dordt. For Australia's Christian
schools to continue to mature,




Students interested in careers
such as business, social work,
and law would probably find such
programs more specifically
geared to the American system
and therefore be less attractive
than would the teacher education
program. Nevertheless, Wilson
will encourage some students to
take a year or two of "core cur-
riculum" courses to understand
how a Christian perspective can
permeate all learning.
Even prospective education
majors might study in the United
States only a short while. Wilson
says the four- to five-year term
needed to attain a Dordt College
bachelor degree may not appeal
to Australians, who know the
university equivalent in their
homeland takes only three years.
At this point Wilson's assign-
ment is more one of exposure
than fervent recruitment. He can-
didly says his efforts, however
diligent, may result in only one
or two Australians enrolled at
Dordt College in the next two to
three years. One of the biggest
factors, of course, is the cost of
travel. Tuition reduction will be
arranged as it is for current
foreign students.
Contact with Wilson and the
Australian schools began when
Dr. John Van Dyk, director of the
Dordt College Center for Educa-
tional Services, toured Asia and
the Pacific Rim in 1988, stoping
in Australia to meet with
educators there. "This opened up
new contacts," says Van Dyk,
and the potential for a Dordt con-
nection with Australian Christian
schools was brought up.
In 1989 college president J.B.
Hulst traveled to Australia to
represent Dordt' s administration
among educators in Sydney,
Melbourne, Canberra, and
smaller communities. His visit
led to Wilson's trip here.
Australian students who choose
to attend Dordt will have to give
up cricket for baseball and learn
to call "Iollies" candy and
"jumpers" sweaters, but such
adjustments are temporary. The
real incentive will be a commit-
ment to wanting a Christian ap-
proach to higher education.
Perhaps the models of Chris-
tian education being worked out
at Dordt are not just for Dordt
and North American institutions,
says Wilson. "They may con-
tribute something even more in a
broader world context." 0
Geoff Wilson probably
knows more about Dordt than
many people who have worked
here for years. Wilson spent
nearly three weeks on campus in
February, meeting with dozens of
people to learn about Dordt's pro-
gram and perspective. He plans
to represent Dordt and Christian
higher education among Christian
students in Australia.
Christian higher education is a
rarity worldwide, says Wilson,
the administrator and 11th-12th
grade teacher at Melbourne
Christian School. Australia has
no Christian liberal-arts colleges,
and Christian students have no
option but to attend state univer-
. sities. However, as parent-
controlled elementary and high
schools grow and thrive, conunit-
ted supporters are seeing the need
for Christian higher education as
well.
The first parent-controlled
Christian schools in Australia
began in 1962. Christian Parent-
Controlled Schools, Ltd.
(CPCS), based in Melbourne, is
now the coordinating body of 54
Christian schools, 15 of which
have grades II and 12.
Australian grades II and 12 are
not quite equivalent to our grades
II and 12, according to Wilson.
There is almost no concept of a
liberal arts education in Australia;
everything is career oriented.
Students specialize or are tracked
by the time they reach grade 10.
Many go into apprenticeships or
technical schools. Those who
finish high school go to university
to train for a professional career.
Wilson will spend two weeks
each year traveling to the 15 high
school communities in various
Australian states, introducing
students, teachers, and parents to











paced, more controlled game.
Since it is played in a more con-
fined area, passing skills and
teamwork must be carefully
honed. "Indoor soccer is like
hockey in some respects because
there is a lot more contact with
other players and the ball is
allowed to bounce off the wall
and still be in play, " adds Vander
Ploeg.
Being the avid soccer fan that
he is, Ribeiro plays right along
with the teams even though he
recently underwent knee surgery.
Ribeiro loves the sport and hopes
that "a Christian perspective of
soccer can be developed, playing
a much more aesthetic type of
game, where skill rather than
force is emphasized."
Next year the club plans to host
a tournament at Dordt. They hope
that even more people will be in-
terested in playing indoor soccer
not only to have more teams to
play, but especially so that others
can enjoy the challenge and fun
of the game.
Ribeiro dreams that someday
indoor soccer can become a com-
petitive sport at Dordt. For now
Ribeiro and the players simply
enjoy every Wednesday and
Saturday, content to keep playing
indoor soccer as a club sport. 0
If you enter the college
gym on a Wednesday night at
10:30 or on a Saturday morning
you will find yourself in the mid-
dle of a fast-paced, exciting game
of indoor soccer. Players in red,
blue, yellow, or white shirts
skillfully manipulate the ball back
and forth across the floor.
Interest in indoor soccer has
soared in the past year, due
largely to the dedication of
engineering professor, Dr. Paulo
Ribeiro. Last year Ribeiro, with
help from John Vander Krnk
('89) and Jim Vander Ploeg ('92),
varsity soccer players, organized
a group of about twelve men in-
terested in playing indoor soccer.
They divided up into two teams
playing against each other twice
a week. They even participated in
a tournament in Tarkio,
Missouri. Ribeiro, a soccer en-
thusiast and former semi-
professional soccer player from
Brazil, felt that since the fall soc-
cer season is so short, students
should have the opportunity to
play soccer throughout the year.
Not only varsity soccer players
play indoor soccer, however.
Anybody can participate-men
and women. This year the
number of students interested in
playing grew from twelve to fifty,
and indoor soccer became a club.
There are now four groups,
which adds interest because
players don't have to play the
same people every time. The
teams are fairly well matched and
for now are satisfied with play-
ing primarily intramural indoor
soccer.
.. Indoor soccer is like outdoor
soccer in the same way that cross
country skiing is like down hill
skiing," explains Vander Ploeg.
The equipment used is similar and
the concept is the same, but many
of the skills required are dif-
ferent. Indoor soccer is a faster
"Indoor soccer is
like hockey in some
respects because
there is a lot more
contact with other
players and the ball
is allowed to bounce











is funded through challenge grants
from Iowa businesses. The
Hawkeye Bancorporation,
May tag Corporation, US West
Communications, and Banks of
Iowa are providing a challenge
pool of $100,000 for the LET'S
KEEP IOWA STUDENTS IN
IOWA program. The Roy J.
Carver Charitable Trust, Kinney-
Landstrom Foundation, Hall
Foundation, McElroy Trust, Ban-
dag, Inc., Grain Processing Cor-
poration, and the Vermeer
Charitable Trust will provide a
$600,000 challenge pool for
science equipment. Each member
college will receive a share of the
grant if they can match funds on
a 2: I basis. 0
Dordt College will
benefit from two major funding
projects announced by the Iowa
College Foundation (ICF), which
represents 27 colleges and univer-
sities throughout Iowa. The
LET'S KEEP lOW A
STUDENTS IN lOW A program,
which began three years ago, is
beingexpanded to provide more
scholarship funds to Iowa
students. The new SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY EQUIP-
MENT CHALLENGE PRO-
GRAM will provide grants to
member colleges to maintain and
upgrade their science and math
equipment.
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The Voice, an outreach of Dordt College, is sent to you as alumni and friends
of Christian higher education. The Voice is published in October, December,
February, April, and June to share information about the programs, activities, and
needs of the college.
















Jennifer Schelhaas, student assistant
Lavonne Bolkema, staff writer
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October 26 and 27 Fall music festival on Friday evening and
full schedule of activities on Saturday
